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Participants: 

Kelley Karandjeff, Meeting Facilitator, CCSF Contractor
Craig Persiko, CS Department Chair, CCSF
Jason Schatz, CS Instructor, CCSF
Aaron Brick, CS Instructor, CCSF
Greg Boyd, CS Instructor, CCSF
Katherine Moloney, student Coders club organizer, CCSF
Thomas “Chuck” Griffin, student Coders club organizer, CCSF
Patrick Mitchell, TechSF Program Manager, Office of Economic & Workforce Development,

City & County of San Francisco
Marco Casalaina, VP Products, KXEN
Matt Harrington, Developer Evangelist, Microsoft
Justin Dossey, CTO, Podomatic
Kent Quirk, CTO, Snibbe Interactive
Gautam Prabhu, Director of Engineering, Zendesk
Tim Sturge, Director of Engineering, Zendesk
Kenshiro Nakagawa, Software Engineer, Zendesk
Zubin Koshy, Mandiant

Unable to make it, but sent feedback via e-mail or separate meeting (notes at end):
Elizabeth Bautista, Manager, Operations Technology Group, NERSC, Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Michael Creasy, QA Manager, Mobile Division, Twitter
Lennon Day-Reynolds, Senior Engineering Manager, Revenue, Twitter

Objectives:

 Share how the department is currently serving students and employers

 Solicit feedback on program certificates to ensure alignment with employer needs



 Explore ways to develop more internship opportunities for advanced students

 Explore ways to continue strengthening and expanding relationships with employers

Agenda:

6:00 Agenda Review and Introductions (Craig, Kelley)

• Asked participants to introduce selves including name, organization, job title and responding 
to one of the following questions: 

What top skill(s) are most critical for today’s job seekers? OR  
What positions are you most likely to hire for in the coming 1-2 years?  (employers) 
What courses do you teach? (instructors) 
What courses do you take? (students)

• Aaron Brick, CCSF (instructor)
• Ken, Zendesk: rolling out features, ability to identify technical priorities, for who customers 

are; delivering features 
• Tim, Zendesk: have 1 plus "dynamic" (typeless, scripting; PERL, PHP, Python, Ruby) 

programming languages; ability to produce entire project and show basic understanding of 
the software development lifecycle

• Gautam, Zendesk: ability to get surface understanding of a new technology quickly; capacity 
to work in groups; ability to show fundamentals of programming, bring project from ideas to 
completion

• Patrick, SF Mayor’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development (TechSF)
• Kent, Snooby Interactive: can work on a team in a large project; broad generally, deep 

somewhere
• Justin, Podomatic: fundamentals, engineering
• Matt, Microsoft: knowledge of Sharepoint, Windows 8, MS Office customization, enterprise 

applications; competency in .net, C Sharp, more than Visual Basic; engineering skills; 
Windows phone ap

• Marco, KXEN: ability to work in any language; capacity for test design and automation; 
software engineering skills; confidence in figuring out and doing; underlying programming 
skills; QA’rs who can program and programmers who can test 

• Chuck, CCSF (student): coursework in Java, Android, MySQL, Oracle, scripting, system 
admin; co-facilitator of coders club; do projects from end to end

• Greg, CCSF (instructor): courses in Linux, computer architecture
• Katherine, CCSF (student): "fundamentals of everything"
• Jason Schatz, CCSF (instructor)
• Craig Persiko, CCSF (instructor)

6:10 Computer Science Department Overview (Craig)



• Reviewed number and type of students served including those seeking to earn certificates or 
pick up courses to help improve their employment prospects and those preparing to transfer 
to a four-year university program

• Reviewed different initiatives CS department is involved in to build the CS workforce
• Shared updates made to the department’s programming based on last year’s meeting
• Noted that the department is growing; explained focus on certificates for meeting; reviewed 

different certificates
• Asked for feedback using the following question:

Given the current certificates offered by the department, which certificates would you 
recommend prioritizing, adding or subtracting?

• Ditch LAMP in favor of AWS/Hiroku/Rackspace (Marco)
• Recognize that none of the LAMP components have gone away; SQL is essential, language 

agnostic; “LAMP” acronym is what's dated (Justin)
• Call it “web services” (Kent)
• See rise of dev-ops (Matt)

o Dev-ops is now responsible for operational problems: uptime, scalability, reliability; 
automated configuration management tools (Tim)

o You have 3-500 machines per administrator if you're doing it right (Justin)
• Useful to know which certificate program should get TechSF money (craig)
• Experience is that C++ is over (Tim)

o San Jose area has more C++ than SF does (Justin)
o Embedded still uses it (Kent)
o Still suitable for an advanced class (Marco)
o C++ on the wane for jobs; but pedagogically still valuable for grounding students 

(Matt)
o Still see a fair amount of C# and .NET going on (Kent)
o We use higher-level languages now (Gautam)
o "Enterprise" still uses Java and C# (Matt)
o Best languages: Java, Ruby, Python (?)
o It would be helpful for students to know which languages lead to which job paths 

(Kelley)
o Other cities may require different skills (Justin)
o We agree that LAMP can be refreshed; the one Microsoft track is VB.NET, but C# 

would be a better choice for more jobs (Matt)
o Seconded (Marco)
o Unity requires C# and JS (Kent)
o More reasons to use C# and ASP.NET (Matt)

6:25 Certificate Review Overview (Kelley)

• Explained that we will review three different certificates, time allowing, and that we will use 
the same general questions to discuss each certificate

http://VB.NET/
http://ASP.NET/


• Explained that we selected these certificates for review given what we know about both 
student and employer demand 

• Shared that the Multimedia and LAMP certificates exist and will require revising; the QA 
certificate will be launched for the first time in the coming year 

• Noted how critical their input is to helping the department ensure students leave each 
certificate with the skills and knowledge required by employers 

For each certificate reviewed, generally answered the following:

What courses, if any, are missing?
What content should be emphasized?
What tools should be taught (current, new)? 
What opportunities are you aware of for instructor professional development in this subject 
area?

6:45 QA Certificate Review

• Identified focusing on entry-level QA jobs (Craig)
• Asked what testing content is in CS177 (Marco)

o Explained not enough (Aaron)
• Suggested that rather than requiring 110C/111C, a scripting language (Bash, PERL or 

Python), would be more useful
• Explained QA engineers must be able to repeat operations until they fail; opposite of what 

software engineers should do; said certificate as proposed may be too focused on software 
engineering principles; described QA work requiring “hunting down bug;” “almost opposite 
of what makes a good software engineer” (Kent)

• Suggested QA certificate should be combined with the Build + Release certificate (Justin)
• Explained that department doesn’t know much about applicant pools and who gets hired 

(Jason)
• Noted different levels of QA work; entry level QA “monkeys” who bang on something to 

find issues; higher level folks who understand how to use software and run automated tests; 
highest level is automation specialists who can develop tests; entry level jobs are first two; 
those who start in QA don’t generally move to programmer; want to teach how to do 
automation; program management; the work is more than technical and requires focus (?)

• Explained that have had some success hiring out of ZenDesk support teams; manual QA, not 
automation; test automation class is a really good idea: creating test plans; “block and tackle 
QA would be useful to have” (Gautam) 

• Stated company is trying to hire QA who have already been QA somewhere else (Kent)
• Explained a good QA person will go straight for the possibility of cutting corners (Justin)
• Noted QA people often come from nontraditional backgrounds; JUnit, Selenium, should be 

taught (Marco)
• Asserted that asking students to pass 3 significant programming courses is a high bar for QA 

workers (Tim)
• Stated that Build + Release is more important to his hiring than C++ (Gautam)



• Suggested that setting up a repeatable environment goes hand in hand with Build + Release; 
suggested cultivating QA internships (Kent)

• Asserted would be more likely to take on an intern to do QA than core development (Marco);
agreed (Tim) 

• Explained that use “ant” and “rake” tools (Marco) 
• Said use Jenkins (Kent)
• Explained that a key part of Build + Release automation, test automation, is monitoring 

(Justin)
• Suggested most important skill in QA is setting up a repeatable environment (?)
• Said C++ and Java are a lot less necessary than scripting languages (Kent)

o Javascript, because of selenium (Marco); agreed (Tim)
o Linux/Unix shell scripting is important (?)

• Asked about use of compiled languages (Craig)
o Suggested not needed (Tim)

• Supported the idea of an automation course (Tim)
• Build coursework should include tools in each of these categories: (Tim, Gautam)

o Parallelism (distributed execution)
o Server Management
o Build Automation/Management

• Asked if want Build graduates to have something like Capistrano (Gautam)
o Suggested “ant”, “make” or “maven” (Kent)
o Noted that many of these require a particular programming language (Marco)
o Stated that Java may be better (Kent)

• Asked how many semesters long will this certificate would be (Patrick) 
o Explained likely 2 semesters (Craig)
o Asked if it could be chunked in 2 stages (Patrick)
o Noted that many programs are going to a stackable certificates model (Kelley)
o Noted that many course can be taken outside of the certificate track (Aaron)
o Suggested that program structure deserves some careful thought (Justin)
o Noted that internships could help students along (Greg)
o Stated that build automation, advanced systems administration, are all converging on 

automation; QA could be step 1, build or system administration could be step 2
• Noted that the enterprise has a different set of tools (Matt)

o Agreed that other locations in the US hear only the enterprise line (Tim)
o Noted that transferring from one tool to another is practical (Justin)

7:10 LAMP Fundamentals and Administration Certificates

• Asked about splitting LAMP administration further into two additional certificates—
advanced and administration (Craig)

• Stated JavaScript is definitely a good idea (Kent)
• Noted students do cross back and forth between CS and CNIT courses (Katherine)
• Suggested including cloud, noSQL, mongoDB; principles of scalability (Kent)



• Noted see students out of Stanford, CMU, who can't do scalability; “it's a problem for the 
industry . . . 10,000 queries per second is meaningful experience” (Tim)

• Suggested starting with canonical way and then teaching it (Gautam)
• Said one column can be a gentle introduction to noSQL (Marco)
• Suggested there is no one standard for NoSQL (in infancy) (Justin)
• Stated web services is big (Marco)
• Suggested teaching the HTTP protocol; cross-origin resource sharing (Justin)
• Suggested REST could be part of it (Marco)
• Asked if a “rails” course would teach REST (Kent)
• Asked if students learn JSON; asserted that JSON is an important standard (Tim)
• Stated someone who comes from XML/SOAP will have no problem with JSON (Justin)
• Asserted LAMP stack was for three years ago; said “today you fire up AWS or Hiroku” 

(Marco)
• Said you have to be able to get around in the shell (Justin)
• Stated DB administration is abstracted on these services (Marco)
• Said DML is a useful skill (Tim)
• Asked about CS155B – Database Administration (Marco)
• Said CREATE TABLE, GRANT are useful... innoDB tuning less so (Tim)
• Stated syntaxes differ between databases even if concepts do not (Justin)
• Asked about the prerequisites for LAMP fundamentals (Gautam)

o Pointed to prerequisites (Craig)
• Indicated students should know what TCP, UDP are (Justin)
• Further suggested students should also HTTP, caching, DNS, what a server is, what a request 

is; “core understanding of the web would get people further than one rails project” (Kent)
• Asked what a scalability curriculum would include (Tim)
• Noted optimization is covered in CS177 (Aaron) 
• Suggested teaching students to write the simplest thing, then be able to use it until it breaks 

(Justin)
• Noted that class schedules have conflicted for this certificate (Chuck)
• Reiterated need to change the name from LAMP to something else; suggested "web 

application fundamentals” (Marco)
• Noted discussion was skewed away from Microsoft (Matt)
• Noted that splitting certificate can mean the first stage of the program is less about scalability

(Ken)
• Said MySQL scope in first stage can be reduced; suggested any kind of key store which 

supports querying will do (Justin)
• Asked how essential the internship is for these certificates (Patrick)
• Suggested an applicant running a web server on their desktop is a good sign; formal 

internship is better (Kent)
• Noted internships are the “holy grail” of workplace learning; explained they are not easy to 

secure, manage, scale (Kelley)
• Stated getting the internships is hard for students (Aaron)



• Suggested a free time project is another good qualification (Marco)
• Seconded this statement saying “if I can stalk you on Github or Stackoverflow, that's better 

than most” (Kent)

7:30 Multimedia Certificate Review

• Introduced certificate; explained few students complete each year (Kelley)
• Asked what replace Flash with (Craig)
• Noted moved a whole team from Flash to Unity; stated “you're trading one unreliable partner

for another” (Kent)
• Asserted HTML5 is a morass (Justin) 
• Stated HTML5 applies in other contexts (Marco)
• Noted still paying people to write Flash (Justin)
• Noted Unity partnership with Facebook; said there's still a market for flash, but trend is 

towards HTML5 or Unity, 2d or 3d respectively (Kent) 
• Provide JSG class summary (Aaron)
• Asserted UX is important for some students; recognize good and bad interaction (Kent)
• Noted the possibility of adding a capstone course where students from CS, Multimedia and 

CNIT worked together to build a site (Craig)
• Asked if teams would be assigned different roles (Ken)
• Suggested this is a likely format (Craig) 
• Suggested inviting advisory group back for the presentations; good way to hire interns (Kent)
• Suggested offering iOS or Android instead of advanced PHP (Marco)
• Noted working with Academy of Art, which claims to have 750 game development students; 

suggested this is a good market to tap (Matt)
• Asked if it is possible to do more than one project per semester in the capstone class (akin to 

an in-house internship) (Katherine)
• Noted a recent conversation about leakage points where students may drop out for financial 

reasons; suggested that requiring an extra course or summer course would act as a barrier 
(Patrick) 

• Noted the high value of students building a portfolio; “if you can show me something real it's
more important than words on a resume” (Kent)

7:45 Discussion of Internships for Students (Craig, Kelley)

• Started by providing vision/goal for internship development: requiring students to complete 
an internship as part of a capstone experience before certificate completion; serve 30-40 
students each semester; explain that we understand CS/ICT employers are looking for 
applicants with experience on top of their training 

• Provided additional context including students’ expressed desire in surveys for more 
employer connectivity and understanding of workplace; explain that over ½ work but few 
have jobs in the field; share other research that value of hosting interns to employers (serves 
as extended job interview for potential employees, provides conduit for providing feedback 
on program content)



• Invited employers to take a first step in helping us reach this goal by providing feedback on 
the following:

What is the best way to identify employers who might be willing to host interns? What 
associations, organizations or networks should we tap?
What is the best way to “pitch” employers about the value of hosting an intern?
What kind of support would your organization need to commit to hosting an intern?

• Noted most companies around here have internship programs; many focused on the summer 
(Gautam)

• Explained there are lots of industry groups to tap and tons of meet-ups (Justin)
• Explained that siloed projects are useful for interns (Justin)
• Asked what is the baseline level of skill is that makes an intern useful (Katherine)

o Ability to get through a project (Gautam)
o Self-starter; OK with a daily standup meeting; no intense “babysitting” needed (Kent)
o Ability to check in with your mentor 10-15 minutes a day and get work done 

(Gautam)
• Asked about any bias towards hiring bachelor’s track students versus community college 

students (Kelley)
• Suggested students get hired if they pass the interview, regardless of path (Gautam)
• Noted that LAMP fundamentals certificate does not lead to a hirable position; higher bar; 

“we need to get the job done, not train students” (Tim)
• Noted that interns would “not touch our core code . . . QA projects, monitoring projects, 

reporting are all good for interns . . . stuff we don't have time to deal with as we do product 
development” (Marco)

• Suggested own company could use a QA intern, somebody to help with the blog; stated only 
a special person could work on the core (Kent) 

• Reminded advisory group that the point of an internship is to teach the intern something, not 
just get free labor (Justin)

• Countered that if they come to internship with nothing and they can't program very well, it's 
not worth anybody's time (Kent)

• Suggested that improving test coverage is a good way to learn a codebase (Marco)
• Noted that there are tons of projects for interns that don't involve touching the core code 

(Justin)
• Suggested the department should only look for paid internships; “if you're getting value out 

of the intern, you're willing to pay them; unpaid internships mean the organization doesn't 
expect any value” (Tim); seconded this statement (Marco)

• Noted that Microsoft has a formal policy requiring interns be upperclassmen in CS (Tim)
• Asked what support would be needed from the college to make an internship productive 

(Kelley)
• Suggested a liaison who can have lunch with the student and supervisor; help maintain 

everybody's interest (Justin)
• Asked how long should internships be, typically (Kent)
• Suggested roughly a semester, but noted they may not map onto semesters (Aaron)



• Stated a less formal process works better; harder to plan projects for interns (Kent)
• Agreed, noting all of the “shower ideas” that could make for interesting work for interns 

(Justin) 
• Suggested students would “sweep the floors in the server room” to get into a company; noted

that access is the hurdle for many students (Chuck)
• Suggested that intro classes might include setting up Github account, how to contribute to 

open source projects (Katherine)
• Noted there are many worthwhile projects for students (Kent) 
• Noted that intro class should include project work (Marco)
• Suggested the college could ask companies what internship projects they might have on 

hand, with a couple of weeks lead time, then send qualified students, informing them what 
projects are being considered (Tim)

7:55 Exploration of Ways to Get Involved with the Department (Craig)

• Explained there are many ways that employers can get involved with the department; 
highlight a few (doing classroom presentations, hosting job shadows or interns, donating 
equipment, technology, participating in curriculum development, reviewing student work, 
developing in-class project ideas, etc.)

• Noted that again that department is growing and likely hiring in the next year
• Provided them the exit survey to ask about their experience and willingness to contribute to 

the department in other ways 
• Thanked them profusely for their time

8:00 Adjourned

Feedback given by those who were unable to attend above meeting:

• Elizabeth Bautista, Manager, Operations Technology Group, NERSC, Lawrence 
Berkeley Lab: e-mailed comments

The programs look good. While the certificate study itself doesn't quite align to our area of HPC,
it has the basics we need primarily - Linux/Unix System Administration, scripting, java, php and 
ruby. Students who have those skill sets will always be able to fit into HPC in different areas. 
Further, the programs with the various specialties - ie multimedia programming, package 
building, software Q&A, there are skill sets within those areas that will also fit in HPC. Sounds 
like you're on the right track.

-”Explore ways to develop more internship opportunities for advanced students”
We have programs year round. If you have a potential student, we are always open to interview 
him to  see if he/she will fit into our program. Also, please keep this info in 
mind: http://science.energy.gov/wdts/suli/   - for the spring and fall, this is a part time program 
that is available at Berkeley Lab and Livermore Lab. The students would go through this 
application program. Although it is also available in other National Labs, the student can choose 
their first and second choice Lab. A summer program is also available.  

https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fscience.energy.gov%2Fwdts%2Fsuli%2F


Another link to remember for summer programs:  http://science.energy.gov/wdts/cci/     This is 
specific to community college. We also use this program to host community college students. 
This is also throughout the national labs and Berkeley and Livermore are included.

Other programs to consider for students:

http://tapiaconference.org/   - Have them apply for a scholarship to attend this conference. The 
experience is invaluable and they will meet employers like Google, Intel, Microsoft, who have 
summer programs available. They normally recruit from the scholarship students who attend. 
The conference is in February. 

http://sc13.supercomputing.org/content/broader-engagement-1    Another conference program for
students. Again, this experience is invaluable and they have the opportunity to meet employers 
who can offer internship. This conference is usually in November.

http://gracehopper.org/2013/   - Another conference for female students. This conference is in 
October and also offers a scholarship to attend. 

While the conference take time to apply to and attend - they may miss 3 days to a week of class -
in the end, they are invaluable because they find out more about the HPC industry, who the 
players are, what type of jobs are available and they meet the employers. This is the gateway to 
internship opportunities. Employers also recognize and value scholars who attend these 
conferences.

-”Explore ways to continue strengthening and expanding relationships with employers”
You might consider sending faculty to these conferences to meet the employers.  Here's info on 
the HPC Educators page: http://sc13.supercomputing.org/content/hpc-educators

“What opportunities are you aware of for instructor professional development in this 
subject area?”

http://iisme.org/
also sc13 for hpc-educators above   both for professional development

• Michael Creasy, QA Manager, Mobile Division, Twitter: emailed comments
I was able to look at the documents in the invitation - I saw a couple of questions related to
the QA certificate that I can at least give an email opinion on.

It's certainly valuable for a QA engineer to have a solid software engineer background. An 
ability to be able to discuss CS concepts with engineers is highly useful and this is 
particularly valuable for API level testing and white box QA. It's a valid point that C++ or 
Java isn't really required. I'd certainly hire someone without those skills for some positions 
and if the target is low-to-mid-level that's probably reasonable. For API/white box testing 
and certain automation positions, I would require C/C++/Java.

https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fiisme.org%2F
https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fsc13.supercomputing.org%2Fcontent%2Fhpc-educators
https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fgracehopper.org%2F2013%2F
https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fsc13.supercomputing.org%2Fcontent%2Fbroader-engagement-1
https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Ftapiaconference.org%2F
https://by2prd0611.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=A6p9ZX8rBkWEEpLDdkgeAiN_nlOqH9AIWAG5lk-dt7Td_i_CX_kXPdjwYJVb9CPWkqrPz-H6LKI.&URL=http%3A%2F%2Fscience.energy.gov%2Fwdts%2Fcci%2F


A scripting language is useful - which one doesn't really matter; this is useful for 
automation. HTML is also useful as it's commonly used as a way to report results - i.e. a 
web page that reports latest automation results.

General comments on QA education - I see a lot of new grads who interview for a QA 
position who aren't good at really digging in to a problem. I expect a great QA engineer to 
be able to dig in to a problem they find and determine a possible cause, they should then be
able to use this to identify other areas of the software that might be vulnerable to the same 
issue. 
What I look for most of all is a methodological approach to their testing - working through 
an area step by step and covering all areas. 

When I mentor new QA employees we often talk through a particular area being tested, I 
help them identify the inputs and outputs and determine which could be changed - what's 
expected, what's not expected and we discuss what could go wrong.

I think these concepts apply equally to all types of testing, be it unit testing, functional 
testing, API testing etc.

I think combining it with Build/Release automation is possible. 
For UI automation, I would want to focus on one automation environment and then discuss
how to build a test framework for a specific application, this should cover how to create a 
test and how to simplify writing a test. As an example for Twitter, we could write an 
automation script that performs all the actions to compose and send a tweet - this would be 
a lot of steps, all the buttons to click etc, or we could write a library function that simplifies
this to something like composeTweet("This is my tweet"), most of the details are abstracted
away in to the library and then if the application being tested changes we need only change
the library rather than every test. I'd then want to cover verification - it's quite common for 
people to write an automation script that performs multiple actions, but doesn't end with a 
verification that the right thing happened. It's easy to write a test that passes, but your goal 
should be to write one that will fail.

• Lennon Day-Reynolds, Senior Engineering Manager, Revenue, Twitter: invited 
Craig Persiko for breakfast meeting on 5/8 at Twitter HQ. Craig's notes follow:

Technologies that are on the wane:

• UML (replaced by agile processes)
• XML (replaced by JSON)
• Flash



Skills that are in great need, should be part of curriculum:

• Security, e.g. SQL Injection, holes in process between PHP, MySQL, cookies, etc. 
Students should understand whole process of Web App workings, where security holes 
exist in that process

• Data, statistics, e.g. it's not just average hits per day that matter, you have to understand 
the range of usage: what's peak usage, how frequent, etc.  Downtime must be avoided.

• Android and iPhone native app developers
• Experience with tech interview style: Problem solving interviews at a white board or on 

phone via shared document editing.  Students should have practice. These interviews are 
collaborative problem solving sessions.  They often involve Data Structures and 
Algorithm questions. Interns get 4 back-to-back 45 min interviews, each of them focused 
on solving a different problem.  One example question: what test cases would you use to 
verify a FIFO queue is working correctly?

Students should have GitHub accounts, Blogs, etc. with projects publicly posted for comment, 
review.

A QA Automation course should include Selenium to automate web browser tests.

We should connect with university programs group (We ran into Christian Bogeberg in 
Recruiting, I got his card).  Internships are offered year-round.  They are open to community 
college students.

Lennon is happy to work with us to help find guest speakers for classes, organize visits to Twitter
HQ, etc.


